TEAM RUSH'S TOP TEN RACING TIPS:

1. REGISTER! JOIN TEAM RUSH BY ENTERING YOUR PIN AND NAME THE FIRST TIME YOU PLAY. THEN EVERY TIME YOU RETURN, ENTER YOUR PIN AND BUILD UP YOUR MILES. YOU MUST BE REGISTERED TO GET YOUR NAME ON THE BEST TIMES AND MOST COINS LISTS, AND TO EARN HIDDEN FEATURES.

2. FIND THE EXTREME TRACKS. THE BEST PLAYERS PLAY THE HARDEST TRACKS, MASTER THEM TO JOIN THE RANKS OF THE TEAM RUSH ELITE! TRACKS 4 AND 5 OPEN UP TO REGISTERED PLAYERS AT EARLY MILEAGE LEVELS.

3. LEARN THE TRACKS BUT BEWARE: EACH LAP IS DIFFERENT. THAT GREAT PATH YOU TOOK LAST LAP MAY NOT BE THE BEST PATH ON THE NEXT LAP.

4. RACE WITH OR WITHOUT DRONES. HOLD DOWN MUSIC AND PRESS VIEW 2 TO TOGGLE DRONES ON/OFF DURING ANY SELECT SCREEN.

5. RACE AGAINST THE BEST DRIVERS USING THE PHANTOM PHOTON FEATURE. RACE "SOLO, NO DRONES" TO RACE AGAINST TOP RECORD-HOLDERS AND LEARN FROM THE BEST.

6. USE THE CLUTCH! PRESS THE CLUTCH IN THE AIR TO GET MORE AIR. USE IT WHEN SHIFTING TO GET BETTER ACCELERATION.

7. STAY ON THE GROUND! BIG AIR LOOKS COOL, BUT FOR THE BEST TIMES KEEP YOUR WHEELS ON THE GROUND FOR MORE ACCELERATION.

8. COMMUNICATE WITH OTHER DRIVERS BY PRESSING THE VIEW BUTTONS. DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS YELL DIFFERENT THINGS.

9. GO FOR THE GOLD! COLLECT COINS TO CUSTOMIZE YOUR CAR. COINS ARE HIDDEN ON EACH TRACK IN HARD-TO-GET PLACES (MOSTLY SHORTCUTS) - SOLO MODE ONLY.

10. IF YOU ARE READY FOR ADDED CHALLENGE, SELECT ADVANCED OR EXTREME DRIVING MODELS IN THE CAR SELECT SCREEN. THESE FAST CARS ARE HARDER TO HANDLE BECAUSE THEY ARE EVEN MORE REALISTIC. PRESS VIEW 3 IN CAR SELECT.

WWW.RUSH2049.COM
Fast forward with Rush 2049 and experience the future of racing!

CARS OF THE FUTURE:
6 cars plus one hidden car. New driving model suited to all players. Custom racing options to increase car handling, customize paint jobs, race without drones.

FINELY TUNED RACETRACKS:
3 new tracks plus two hidden tracks each available in mirror mode. Dynamic track elements that change on each lap. Outrageous, layered shortcuts and super stunts.

NEW PLAYER TRACKING SYSTEM:
Rush 2049 has a 12-button keypad for player registration. By joining 'Team Rush' player's total mileage, best times and car preferences will be recorded in that Rush 2049 unit. Players can earn frequent driver awards like secret cars and tracks.

New two-piece cabinet with 27-inch VGA monitor, deluxe attraction marquee. Single units shift link—ready for a twin configuration. Link up to 8 units!
The future of racing!

PRECISION CONTROLS:
Atari Games' patented feedback steering. Expertly tuned transmission options: manual or automatic, 4-speed shifter.

CUTTING EDGE PERFORMANCE:
The look and feel of Rush 2049 set a new industry standard. New hardware delivers astounding graphics and twice the frame rate as previous driving games.

LUXURY CABINET:
New two-piece cabinet with 27-inch VGA monitor, deluxe attraction marquee.

360° SENSORY AUDIO:
Discreet 5-channel, 5-speaker surround sound for both music and sound effects.

DIMENSIONS:
H 78" (197 cm) W 33.5" (84.7 cm) D 64" (162.5 cm)

BOXED WEIGHT:
Monitor section - 500 lbs. (224 kg) Seat section - 120 lbs. (53 kg)